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STRANGE ENGINNERING FRIDAY ‘FLING RESULTS 
 
They say that in life, a little rain must fall, however, while it might have sprinkled 
yesterday, the “rain” surely didn’t fall on Jeff Dobbins in his win from Wiseco Thursday’s 
$20,000 race. All that changes today at the gorgeous Galot Motorsports Park. 
 
While the rain fell pretty heavy overnight and delayed the start of the day, it might have 
only delayed the inevitable, which was Strange Engineering Friday where the ante is 
upped and someone will walk away with a $50,000 check tonight. 
 
With round six in the books, the survivors were Tommy Plott with both his dragster and 
door car, Richard Alford, 18-year old Angela Gantkowski, Turtle Brannon, Wednesday’s 
winner Shane Carr and receiving the last bye run of the race will be Tommy Cable in his 
door car. 
 
In the quarter-final round, Alford took out Plott’s dragster, NHRA champion Kevin 
Brannon’s father Turtle received the automatic win when Gantkowski red-lighted, and in 
the final pair prior to Cable’s bye run, Plott hung on with his Mustang to defeat Carr. The 
semifinals will be two door cars against two dragsters, with the pairings being the 
dragsters of Alford and Brannon racing each other and Cable and Plott facing, assuring 
at least a door car making it to the final round. 
 
In the semis, Plott and Cable faced off with Cable taking the win and making his second 
final round appearance this week. In the other half, Alford’s car got out of the groove 
and was forced to lift to hand the win to Brannon. 
 
For the final, Turtle proved his son isn’t the only Brannon who can turn on win lights as 
his dead-on the dial with a “0” and a .022 reaction time was enough to force Cable to 
run out. 
 
“I have to thank the good Lord,” said Brannon, “as every round I was just praying to get 
it done.” 
 
Naturally though, his final round opponent Cable has been a staple in Spring Fling 
history, with several wins, a points championship, and even his second final round 
appearance this week.  
 
Day “last” will take place on JEGS Saturday where racers will once again race for 
$20,000 to win. First up in the morning will be the Spring Fling Reaction Time Challenge 



followed by eliminations on the last day of the K&N Spring Fling presented by Optima 
Batteries. With sponsorship from JEGS and Mickey Thompson Tires, the action will 
again be live at MotorManiaTV.com or www.bracketraces.com. 
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